YOUR CASIO CALCULATOR COULD COME WITH A FREE SET OF WHEELS.

CASIO \ SOURCE OF WONDER MAI \ AVAILABLE AT MIT COOP

At Casio, we've come up with a better way for you to hit the books. It's the Casio FX-7700GB—a great new graphic calculator that has everything you need to get to the head of the class. Including computer-linkability, a user-friendly menu screen and 300 powerful functions for math, science and statistics.

But that's not all. Casio also has a great new way for you to hit the road. When you enter Casio's "Power Graphic" Sweepstakes, you'll be putting yourself in the running for a great new Mazda Miata. Other great prizes include Casio Car TVs, Casio Rhythm Keyboards and Casio Sports Watches.

To enter Casio's "Power Graphic" Sweepstakes, simply fill out the coupon below, bring it to your participating campus bookstore and drop it into the slot on the Casio "Power Graphic" Counter Card. And while you're there, make sure you check out Casio's great family of Graphic and Scientific Calculators. They've got everything you need to make the grade—no matter what course you're taking!

HOW TO ENTER

Casio arranged for advertising in the recruitment of new students at a participating college by including this sweepstakes information in this advertisement. Casio is responsible for the U.S. advertising and promotion for thefx-7700GB. Advertising and promotion is being conducted and organized by POWER GROUP, INC., an independent advertising agency. Advertisements are being distributed to participating college bookstores nationwide. Power Graphic Sweepstakes of this nature have been run successfully for Casio, Inc., in the past, and will be continued by Power Graphic, Inc., in the future. Power Graphic, Inc., is not responsible for the accuracy of information provided by other sources. Power Graphic, Inc., is not responsible for the accuracy of information provided by other sources.

To enter Casio's "Power Graphic" Sweepstakes, simply fill out the coupon below, bring it to your participating campus bookstore and drop it into the slot on the Casio "Power Graphic" Counter Card. And while you're there, make sure you check out Casio's great family of Graphic and Scientific Calculators. They've got everything you need to make the grade—no matter what course you're taking!

CASIO "POWER GRAPHIC" SWEEPSTAKES ENTRY FORM

Hurry! Entry deadline is 10/31/92.

Name: ____________________________ Age: ______

School: __________________________ Major: ______________

Home Address: ________________________________

City: __________________ State: ______ Zip: ______

Telephone: ________

Limit one entry per person.